Agent Debit Memo(ADM) Policy
Dear Trade Partners,
Please be informed according to IATA Resolution, Shandong Airlines has the right to raise Agency Debit Memo (ADM) for
any violations as per below.
Categories:
-

Article 1 Fare Policy

-

Incorrect fare application and combination (e.g. routing or sales restrictions)

-

Incorrect fare value

-

Violation of minimum / maximum stay, advanced purchase rules

-

Violation of applicable date or flights

-

Use of invalid code-share flights

-

Violation of stopovers, transfers and surcharges regulations

-

Incorrect RBD (booking class), on SC and on other Airlines

-

Incorrect Fare Basis or Tour code

-

Tampering with the cancellation and change rules in endorsement column

-

Incorrect use of promo fares

Article 2 Commission
-

Incorrect commission rate

-

If the ticket was refunded, but not by the agent who issued the ticket, Airlines resolve reclaim the commission paid
to the original issuing agent.

-

Article 3 Taxes/Fees/Charges

-

Incorrect amount of taxes/fees/charges

-

Not collecting taxes/fees/charges

Article 4 Refund
-

Incorrect amount of refund of fares and taxes/fees/charges

-

Incorrect refund fee

-

Not collecting no-show fee

-

Incorrect calculation of commission amount for refund

-

Incorrect form of payment for refund (versus sale)

-

Not in compliance with the airline refund policy, including but not limited to incomplete information for sickness
refunds, duplicate refunds, refunds of used or expired tickets, refunds for non-refundable tickets

-

Failure to input waiver code as required for involuntary refund

Article 5 Reissue/Exchange
-

Reissue without collecting change/no-show/upgrade fee, etc.

-

Refunding fees which are non-refundable (e.g. change/no-show fee, etc.)

-

The difference should not be refunded if the fare and taxes of the new tickets lower than the original ones

-

Failure to input “INVOL” as required for involuntary reissue/exchange

Article 6 Credit Card Violations
According to IATA Resolution 890, SC will issue an ADM in the following situations:
-

In the event of the Agent accepting a type of Customer Card which is not accepted by the SC whose Traffic
Document is being issued, SC will charge the non-payment from the card company to the Agent.

-

The Agent may not accept any non-customer card or payment method that use the SC's card acceptance
merchantagreement, including any card issued in the name of the Agent or any Person permitted to act on behalf
of the Agent, unless specifically authorized by SC.
A failure to comply with the rule above will be charged a 3% of the amount of the card payment.

-

If SC receives a notice of a dispute relating to a transaction submitted to the card company, SC will notify the
Agent within 7 days and request appropriate supporting documentation and information, and the Agent will
promptly comply with any such request within 7 days.

In the event of a disputed transaction and its subsequent rejection by the card company
SC will pass the loss to the Agent.
Article 7 Bookings Violations and Penalty Standard

*If any passenger complaints or claims for compensation due to the violation of the agent, the agent shall be
responsible to comfort the passengers or bear the loss of the passengers.
Other Sales Violations and Penalty Standard

*If any passenger complaints or claims for compensation due to the violation of the agent, the agent shall be responsible to comfort the passengers or bear the loss of the passengers.
Dispute Procedure:
-

The agent can dispute an ADM issued by Shandong Airlines via BSP link within 15 days after issuance in acco
dance with IATA Resolution 850m.

-

Shandong Airlines will handle disputed ADMs within 60 days of receipt.

-

If Shandong Airlines rejects the dispute, an explanation for the rejection will be sent to the agent via BSP link .

-

If it is established that an ADM is not valid, it will be canceled.

-

An ADM will be settled through BSP automatically.

-

Regarding any subsequent dispute of such ADM, the agent can submit PBD( Post Billing Dispute) through BSP Link,
the follow-up process is implemented with reference to IATA Resolutions 812 and 818g.

Others:
-

Unless otherwise stated, the ADM policy only applies to regions other than mainland China.

-

The provisions may be changed without prior notice.

-

In the event that the provisions and the penalty standards hereunder are in

violation of the laws and regulations where the agent is located, the local laws and regulations shall prevail.
We appreciate your support and look forward to your cooperation.

